durochape
Non-slippery acrylic floor coating
DUROCHAPE can be applied on ﬁnished concrete surfaces.
It is a cement and resin emulsion binding slurry material,
which can be used for creating a 1 cm thick, self-colored,
heavy duty use, monolithic floor surface coating.

ARE AS OF USE
 Food industry plants, slaughter houses
 Floors that face intensive different chemical treatments
 Old industrial floor renovations
DUROchape meets the requirements of the European Food
Regulation (1895/2005/EC 2023/2006/EC). DUROCHAPE
covering resistant to most of the material used in most food
industry.
DUROCHAPE is an outstanding solution in
– because of its high abrasion resistance –
industrial halls, warehouses, anywhere, where
the floor has to face heavy duty, intensive
trafﬁc. DUROCHAPE can be applied to fresh, but
already dry concrete, or to old concrete; can be
used at new constructions or at renovations.
DUROCHAPE has outstanding resistance
parameters against blood, souse (Salt-mordant),
greases, and fats. Resistant to every type of
blended acid or lye, which are frequently used by
the food industry for cleaning purposes.

DUROCHAPE can be used for creating rounded
plinths for partition walls, but it can fully cover
mason structured and protective shoulders as
well.

F E AT U R E S












Good shock and abrasion resistance
Non-toxic, odorless
Dust-free
Watertight
Non-flammable
Abrasion resistance: A6 (Böhme)
Compressive strength: 60 N/mm²
Flexural strength: 12 N/mm²
Adhesion: 2,8 N/mm²
Coefﬁcient of friction: 0,40 (INRS)
Stable from -60°C to + 80°C

JOINTS
DUROchape does not require separate joint alignment process.
In case the concrete floor had dilatation joints, then these
joints need to be re-cut in the DUROCHAPE coating and has
to be ﬁlled with adequate ﬁller.

FIRST TIME USE
After 24 hours for light trafﬁ c.
After 48 hours for normal trafﬁ c.
Final strength and color will be achieved after 28 days.

SHELF LIFE
For all three components: 12 month in cool and dry place.

DUROCHAPE is extremely easy to keep clean
with power washing system, neutral or lye-based
detergents or with low pressure foam-spray.
Detergents and mordant products must be
avoided.
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application

durochape

The work area should be closed, sun and wind protected.
Outdoor application is not recommended. The contractor
will be responsible for all problems arising from improper
circumstances. Subtract can be a monolith concrete slab,
screed floor or levelled surface.

I . G E N E R A L C O N D I T I O N S O F A P P L I C AT I O N
The supporting surface must be at least of 14 days, of 1,5 MPa
of tensile strength and of 25 MPa of compressive strength. The
temperature should be between +5 and 25 °C. If you use some
self levelling product to make the supporting surface, you have
to ﬁnish it at least 48 hours before applying DUROCHAPE, and
the surface must be roughened with a broom. The self levelling
product must be of 25 N/mm² of compressive strength.
The surface must be clean, free from any material that can reduce
bonding. Old and contaminated surfaces must be prepared with
blasting, grinding or milling. The slopes should be created on the
base surface.

I I . A P P L I C AT I O N
1. PREPARATION
The surface must be clean and oil free. Before application the
surface should be rinsed with water so that pores can be ﬁlled
with water. When applying the bonding agent, the surface must
be wet, but be free of water spots.
2. PREPARING THE BONDING AGENT
DUROCHAPE floor system consists of 3 components:
“A” component: polyacryl artiﬁcial resin emulsion,
“B” component: cement with pigments and additives.
“C” component: quartz
To make one portion of bonding agent you will need 8 liters
of A component and 30 kg (one bag) of B component. Mixing
should be made until having homogeneous slurry. This quantity
is for about 25 m². Bonding agent should be poured on to the
surface and be broomed evenly with a brush. The consistency of
the bonding agent is appropriate, if it is not liquid, and traces of
the broom remain on it.
Important:
DUROCHAPE mortar can be spreaded only on wet bonding agent,
so you should apply bonding agent on a surface that will not dry
until DUROCHAPE spreading.

3. APPLYING DUROCHAPE MORTAR
Use a mixing machine or cement mixer to prepare the
DUROCHAPE mortar. Pay attention so that the mortar should be
homogenous.
Preparing DUROCHAPE mortar: 6 liters of A component + 30 kg
B component + 50 kg C component. This quantity is enough for
2,5 m², in 1 cm thickness. First make a dilute mixture and
gradually add to it the bagged material. Mixing time is 2-3
minutes. The mixture is appropriate when thick, dry mass is
obtained, that will not stick to the hand.
DUROCHAPE mortar is of very dry consistence. To handle it
more easily, you can add to it some water, but please note that
adding water will reduce the compressive strength.
Important: If you add any water to the mixtures, you should add
the same quantity every time to assure a homogenous color of
the floor.
DUROCHAPE mortar should be spreaded evenly on the wet
bonding agent. You can use a guiding bar or guiding strip to
adjust the level the surface. Levelling should be made by a
screed bar. After levelling trowelling is recommended to achieve
appropriate compacting and homogenous surface. Final
ﬁnishing can be made by power trowel machine or by hand.
The ﬁnishing brings out the ﬁner particles mortar, so close to the
surface. Then it can be manually smoothed again to get a more
uniform surface. If the power trowel is not available, the entire
process can be done manually. In this case, the work process
is slower. Depending on the application method 50-100 m² of
DUROCHAPE floor can be made per day.
Important: During the manual or mechanical smoothing of
the surface can be wetted, but only with the A component.
Moistening with water may cause staining. During the ﬁrst 48
hours, the substrate must not exposed to any kind of liquid, as
this may cause staining.
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